Parsons, Ken V (DHS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Reis, Diogo A (DHS)
Monday, August 19, 2013 1:42 PM
Leitz, Scott D (DHS); Golden, James I (DHS)
Zimmerman, Marie L (DHS); Knutson, Katie M (DHS); Hultman, Patrick N (DHS); Hudson,
Mark J (DHS)
RE: PCG Report

Hello,
Spoke with Rich Albertoni and he said they would be happy to do the presentation if that is our request. I am
going to work on getting a little more detail on exactly what Senator Sheran is looking for. He also mentioned
that as we get closer it would be good to have a conversation with us on how we may want to see the
presentation go.
Scott--would you like me to request some time for you to have a response to the report?
Thank you,
-Diogo
From: Leitz, Scott D (DHS)
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:17 AM
To: Reis, Diogo A (DHS); Golden, James I (DHS)
Cc: Zimmerman, Marie L (DHS); Knutson, Katie M (DHS); Hultman, Patrick N (DHS)
Subject: RE: PCG Report

I believe it would make sense to have pcg do this
Sent from my iPhone using Mail+ for Outlook
From: Reis, Diogo A (DHS)
Sent: 8/14/13 8:16 AM
To: Leitz, Scott D (DHS), Golden, James I (DHS)
Cc: Zimmerman, Marie L (DHS), Knutson, Katie M (DHS), Hultman, Patrick N (DHS)
Subject: PCG Report

Good morning all,
Senator Sheran is having a committee hearing on September 26th at 10am. The agenda includes an overview of
the PCG report. Last year we had Segal do a presentation on their report. Are you interested in following that
model or would one of you two prefer to do the presentation?
Thanks,
-Diogo
In case you are curious, here is the full agenda:
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Agenda:
i.
OLA SOS report follow up and status report – Anne Barry
ii.
Chemical and mental health integration into health care update (phases of implementation)– Dave Hartford
iii.
Cost Containment Report Overview – (PCG) – Scott or Jim?
** HHS Finance Division members are invited to attend the meeting

Diogo Reis
Legislative Director | Health Care Administration
Minnesota Department of Human Services
Office:
Cell:
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